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QUESTION: 51 
Which Custom Volume Size (CVS) operation can be used to convert a CVS volume back to a 
Normal volume? 

A. Volume to Space 
B. Install CV 
C. Volume Release 
D. Volume Initialize 

Answer: D 

QUESTION: 52
 
Which tool is used to access the LUN Expansion window and create a LUSE?
 

A. LUN Manager 
B. Volume Manager 
C. Business Copy 
D. Auto LUN 

Answer: B 

QUESTION: 53
 
You want to restrict access for an XP2x000 user to a given set of LUNs, hosts, and LDEVs.
 
What must you do?
 

A. Set the other LUNs, hosts, and LDEVs to Disabled for the account. 
B. Define a related resource group and assign it to the account. 
C. Set the related LUNs, hosts, and LDEVs to Enabled for the account. 
D. Define a related logical group and assign it to the account. 

Answer: B 

QUESTION: 54
 
Which guideline should be followed for optimal performance of Business Copy volumes?
 

A. All Business Copy volumes should be concentrated in an array group. 
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B. Primary and secondary volumes should be in different array groups. 
C. Business Copy volumes should not be spread across multiple ACP pairs. 
D. The secondary volume must be the same RAID level type as the primary volume. 

Answer: B 

QUESTION: 55
 
Which statement is true when performing a reverse resync of Business Copy volumes?
 

A. Only the primary volume is unavailable to the hosts for write operations. 
B. Both the primary volume and the secondary volume are unavailable to the hosts for write 
operations. 
C. Only the secondary volume is unavailable to the hosts for write operations. 
D. Both the primary volume and the secondary volume are available to the hosts for write 
operations. 

Answer: B 

QUESTION: 56
 
What does an XP2x000 user require to add a subsystem? (Select two.)
 

A. Operator authority 
B. Administrator authority 
C. Hardware Configurator role 
D. Add access to the Subsystems group 
E. Modify access to the All Resources group 

Answer: BE 

QUESTION: 57 
Which additional XP CommandView Advanced Edition features become available if the 
Device Manager host agent is deployed? (Select two.) 

A. SMI-S block performance profile 
B. user-defined hierarchical management groups 
C. access from GUI to RWC by selecting Physical view 
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D. provisioning storage using the Provisioning Manager E. integration in HP Storage 
Essentials SRM 

Answer: AD 

QUESTION: 58
 
What is the default URL used to connect to the Device Manager server?
 

A. https://:23001/DeviceManager/ 
B. http://:23015/DeviceManager/ 
C. http://:23081/DeviceManager/ 
D. https://:23021/DeviceManager/ 

Answer: B 

QUESTION: 59 
How do you enable an automatic refresh operation to rediscover an XP24000 or XP20000 in 
XP CommandView Advanced Edition? 

A. Use the Preference option to edit the global settings. 
B. Set the refresh value to 60 seconds during the installation. 
C. Enter Modify mode in the web console and change the refresh value. 
D. Modify the Device Manager server properties file. 

Answer: D 
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